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L U X U RY F O R L E S S

• 100% high gloss acrylic doors

• Rich, solid and uniform in colour

• Available in 22 colours

• Manufactured in 4mm or 18mm thickness

• Offers a sleek, stylish and contemporary look

• Thermoformed into curved shapes

• Available in either made to measure or standard sizes

• Tested to FIRA industry standards
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FIRA
Apollo® Acrylic Doors are tested to BS6222:
Part 3 1999 durability of finish for worktops
by the furniture industry research association.

Traffic White
(RAL9016)

Signal White Pure White
(RAL9010)

Vanilla Cream
(RAL9001)

Light Ivory
(RAL1015)

Zinc Yellow
(RAL1018)

Bright Orange
(RAL2004)

Red Lime Grey Beige
(RAL1019)

Grey White
(RAL9002)

Pale Grey
(RAL7035)

French Grey

Stone Grey Light Blue
(RAL5012)

Cobalt Blue≈
(RAL5013)

Chocolate
Brown≈

Anthracite Grey≈
(RAL7016)

Black Red≈
(RAL3007)

Jet Black≈
(RAL9005)

≈ Please Note:
Dark, heavily pigmented colours will show
scratches, dust and ordinary wear and tear
more readily than light colours and should
not be used in high traffic areas.

Red Brown≈
(RAL3009)
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Important points to note

• It should be noted that dark, heavily pigmented colours will
show scratches, dust and ordinary wear and tear more
readily than lighter colours

• Do not use scouring pads or any abrasive material, dust with
a soft cloth only

• Avoid overheating the surface of the material as this will lead
to thermal damage

• Do not use wax-furniture polish, abrasive or aggressive
cleaners, bleach or other hypochlorate (chlorine) based
cleaners, multi purpose cleaners, dilutes, acetone, alcohol,
solvent or similar products

• Spills should always be cleaned up immediately using a
damp cloth

• Newly plastered rooms should be left to environmentally
stabilise before storage or installation of doors

• Doors are supplied with a protective film on the face and
must not be exposed to direct sunlight. It is recomended that
this film is removed as soon as possible

• For product cleaning, use a 5% soap (liquid soap), 95%
water solution, wiping with a damp cloth and finally drying
with a soft clean cloth

• Tolerance in Apollo® Acrylic Doors ±2mm
• Regular use of your Care & Maintenance Kit should ensure

that your doors always looks good
• Apollo® Acrylic Doors are manufactured from solid acrylic so

are significantly heavier than most similar types of doors

Aesthetics
• 18mm 100% high gloss acrylic doors
• Easy to clean and maintain
• Rich, solid and uniform in colour
• Manufactured in 4mm and 18mm thicknesses
• Non-porous material - naturally resistant to mould, bacteria and

mildew.
• Offers a sleek, stylish and contemporary look
• Can be thermoformed into curved shapes
• Available in made to measure or standard sizes
• Apollo® Acrylic Doors are resistant to moisture, stains and UV light,

they will not fade or lose their high gloss finish.

Introduction to Apollo® Acrylic Doors
Apollo® Acrylic Doors are the perfect answer to Kitchen, Bathroom
and numerous other areas in a home. Apollo® Acrylic Doors are
non-porous, extremely hygienic easy to clean and maintain, UV
light, stain and moisture resistant. and there are a wide spectrum
of colours available, from subtle pastel shades, through dark mood
inspiring hues, to rich vibrant colours.

Apollo® Acrylic can made to measure and is ideal for all vertical
applications from drawers and cupboards, to end panels and wall
cladding.

Bedrooms can also benefit from the splash of colour offered by
Apollo® Acrylic Doors and Panels.

DOOR DOOR NUMBER
HEIGHT WEIGHT (KG) OF HINGES

2600 18 - 22 5
2000 13 - 17 4
1600 7 - 12 3
900 4 - 6 2

Apollo® Acrylic Doors - Hinges

The above table is to be used as a guide for the number of hinges required to
safely hang Apollo® Acrylic Doors.

Drilling Apollo® Acrylic Doors for hinges
Drill the hole for the body of the hinge no more than 12mm
deep.
Make pilot holes for the screws of 3mm dia, ensure the hole is
not too deep. Insert the screw by hand to avoid over
tightening.
Use a 10mm x 8 wood screw to attach the hinge to the door.
10mm is the optimum size,12.5 mm maximum length.
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EDGE PROFILES

Apollo® Acrylic can be thermoformed into curves to match a
range of profiles, giving a wonderful modernistic look. There
are several standard formes available, with the option of a
made to measure style of your choice.
If required, hinge holes can be cut at our production stage for a
small additional cost. Please specify position of any hinge
holes accurately.

DOOR PULLS

In order to quote the cost of a curved door, we will require
accurate dimensions and drawings. Please refer to our
technical specifications page for how this can be achieved.
Apollo® acrylic doors can become statically charged, when this
occurs they can be treated with an anti-static cleaner,
supplied with Care & Maintenance Kit.
Please contact our sales office on 0845 618 2800 for further
details.

There are 4 standard edge profiles available.
Please specify clearly which radius edge is required.

Choosing the finer details of your Apollo® Acrylic Doors
can add a touch of elegance and offers a unique look to
the finished product.

Rounded rear
finger pull
15mm radius

Straight facing
finger pull*

Straight rear
finger pull

1mm radius edge 2mm radius edge

3mm radius edge 6mm radius edge

*not available on curved doors

Rounded facing
finger pull*

Scooped rear finger pull
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Curved Door Profile
Apollo® Acrylic Doors can be thermoformed into curves to match
a range of profiles, giving a wonderful modernistic look. There
are several standard formes available, with the option of a made
to measure style of your choice.

In order to quote the cost of a curved door, we need an accurate
drawing, specifying the radius, internal circumference and height
of the door.

This is a straight forward calculation where a carcass follows a
perfect curve. For irregular curves or shapes, the dimensions
should be broken down into elements as in figs. 2 and 3.

Fig. 2 reveals that the carcass has two elements, a curve and a
flat section, whereas the layout in fig. 3 shows two flat sections
and two opposing curves. Always ensure any such detail is 100%
accurate, otherwise doors may be manufactured incorrectly.

Technical Information
With a luxuriously smooth, poreless surface, Apollo® Acrylic Doors
are hygienic, easy to clean and have a feel of permanence.
Apollo® Acrylic Doors are UV light, stain and moisture resistant
and will not fade, or lose their high gloss shine.

Apollo® Acrylic Doors are a solid, homogenous material which is
waterproof throughout and is resistant to humidity. Sheet size is
2900 x 1140mm (18mm thickness) and 1020 x 3070 (4mm
thickness).

The manufacturing process can result in small air holes on the
reverse of Apollo® Acrylic Doors, this is not a fault and is
inherant with the manufacturing process.
Apollo® Acrylic Doors are hardwearing, durable and easy to
maintain, which offers superior quality compared to the alternative
PVC wrapped doors available on the market.

Immaculately crafted to exacting standards, Apollo® Acrylic Doors
have been rigorously tested to FIRAʼs stringent standards and
finishing performance.

Care & Maintenance
Dark, heavily pigmented colours, such as Black and Anthracite
Grey, will show scratches, dust and ordinary wear and tear more
readily than light colours.
For product cleaning ONLY use a 5% soap, 95% water (liquid
soap) solution, wiping with a damp (not wet) cloth, finally drying
with a soft clean cloth.

DO NOT USE a scouring pad or any abrasive material, dust with
a soft cloth only.

DO NOT USE wax-furniture polish, abrasive or aggressive
cleaners, bleach or other hypochlorate (chlorine) based cleaners,
multipurpose-cleaners, dilutes, acetone, alcohol, solvent or similar
products on the door as this will damage the surface.

Cooking splashes should be wiped up immediately using a damp
cloth.

The doors are supplied with a protective film on the face and must
not be directly exposed to sunlight. It is recommended the film is
removed as soon as possible.

Newly plastered rooms should be left to environmentally stabilise
before storage and installation of doors.

Contents of the Kit
2 e-cloths
1 Anti-static cleaner
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To find the internal circumference for the above radius, we
can do this using the following formula...
Radius x 2 x 22/7 = Y (Circumference of 90° section)

4
Y is multiplied by the height (H) to calculate the area of
the door.

Irregular curves and complex shapes
Careful measurement of the layout in figure 3, reveals that
the carcass has two elements, a curve and a flat section, for
price calculations, these should be treated as two seperate
items, with the total areas added together to calculate the
final cost.

More complex shapes, should be seperated into sections, for
cost calculation purposes, and as always our sales office
should be sent a detailed drawing (as in figure 4) to enable
an accurate costing to be given and when placing an order, to
ensure your door is manufactured correctly.

Figure 4 double curved and flat sections

R = radius

Y (internal
circumference)

flat section

RADIUS

FLAT

Figure 3 curved/flat
section

Figure 1 Circle

Figure 2 Curved door

for this layout the carcass has two elements, a
curve and a flat section.
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Apollo® acrylic doors can be thermoformed into curves, we have
several standard formers available, or if you prefer, we can create a
new one of your choice.

To quote the cost of a curved door, we need an accurate drawing,
this should specify the radius, the internal circumference and height
of the door.

If you are unsure what the internal circumference measurement is,
a simple calculation using the radius (or diameter) will enable you
to find it:
Circumference of full circle = Diameter x 22/7 (or Radius x 2 x 22/7)
Once this has been calculated, the circumference of the relevant
section of the circle can be found.
Generally curved doors will be quarter of a circle (as in figure 2), so
the circumference of the full circle would be divided by 4.
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Circumference = Diameter x 22/7

The circumference
of a circle is the
length around it.

R = RADIUS

90°
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